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Speakers
• Axelle Faughn - California State University, Bakersfield

(Assistant Professor of Mathematics Education in the
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science at
Western Carolina University)-afaughn@email.wcu.edu

• Chris Yakes - California State University, Chico -
cyakes@csuchico.edu

• Davida Fischman - California State University, San
Bernardino - fischman@csusb.edu

• Carol Cronk - San Bernardino County Schools, -
carol_cronk@sbcss.k12.ca.us

• Susie Håkansson - Executive Director of the California
Mathematics Project - shakans@ucla.edu

• Barbara Pence - California State University, San Jose -
pence@math.sjsu.edu



Agenda
• 8:00 Introduction to the session
• 8:05  Math Investigation
• 8:15  Overview of CMP STIR - Susie Håkansson
• 8:30   Introduction to specific sites - "The first year

of Supporting Teachers to Increase Retention
through Professional Development"

Cal Poly/Bakersfield - Axelle Faughn
Chico - Chris Yakes
Inland - Davida Fischman and Carol Cronk

• 9:00   Small group discussion of issues related to
     supporting teacher retention.

• 9:15   Sharing by tables
• 9:20   Research plans and initial findings

Barbara Pence and Susie Hakansson



Introduction
• The shortage of credentialed mathematics teachers

is compounded by teacher turnovers - leave teaching
or transfer districts or teaching jobs .

• National reports vary from 40% - 60% in first 5 years
• Clever incentives may attract new teachers, but only

improving the culture and working condition of
schools will keep them. (Johnson, 2001)

• Need for on-job training and support ( Ingersoll,
2001)

• Need for recruitment and professional training(Ball’s
presentation (2008) )



Math Investigation
• Take any fraction between 0 and 1. The

decimal equivalent of this fraction will
either be terminating or repeating. Which
fractions have terminating decimals and
which ones have repeating decimals?
How can you tell whether a fraction’s
equivalent decimal terminates or repeats
without converting it to a decimal?



California Mathematics Project
Supporting Teachers to Increase

Retention (CMP STIR)
 Funded by the California Postsecondary

Education Commission under the Improving
Teacher Quality Grants to address both
dimensions of teacher retention across California

 Goal 1: Provide a coherent and comprehensive induction
and/or support program for teachers of mathematics that
will increase retention, content knowledge and leadership

 Goal II: Conduct research that adds to the knowledge base
on mathematics teacher retention

 Goal III: Disseminate findings broadly



Overview of CMP STIR -
Susie Håkansson

• What is the California Mathematics
Project?

• Why CMP STIR?
• Professional Development Model



Introduction to specific sites -
"The first year of Supporting

Teachers to Increase Retention
through Professional Development"

• Cal Poly/Bakersfield - Axelle Faughn
• Chico - Chris Yakes
• Inland - Davida Fischman and Carol Cronk



CMP STIR
Cal Poly / Bakersfield

Teacher Retention through Continuing
Education

An Overview of the first year…

Axelle Faughn
 Western Carolina University



Cohort Description

 Teachers in their first five years of teaching
LEAs:
 Kern High School District
 Wasco elementary School District
 Bakersfield City School District.



Participants
 28 participants are currently active in the program.

 2 participants withdrew during Summer ‘07 for
conflict of interest, one of which left the profession
altogether in December ’07.

 New teachers in the District often lack subject matter
competence ; a large majority are entering the
profession before obtaining a teaching credential.



Content Knowledge Assessment
 Opening activity: Pre-Survey completed in

May ’07.

 Scoring was based on a 5 point rubric : a
score of 5 required both pertinence in  subject
matter and pedagogical content knowledge.



Pre-Survey Results
 Few teachers achieved a score of 5 on any question.
 Teachers were least successful in answering the

statistics problem involving a Chi-Square analysis,
followed by the geometry problem.

 Only in the algebra-related questions did some
teachers provide evidence of pedagogical concerns
in their answers.

 Post-survey assigned in March ’08.



Support Model – Sustained support

 One course per quarter in the Masters of Arts
in Teaching Mathematics at CSUB

 Quarterly meetings held at a local restaurant
for participants and organizers to meet less
formally and nurture our community.



Sustained Support
 Summer ’07:
 7 participants took Math 525: Dynamic Geometry
 6 took Math 540: Introduction to Mathematics Education

Research
 Fall ’07:
 17 took Math 520: Discrete Mathematics Modeling
 3 took Math 522: Numerical Approach to Calculus
 Winter ’08:
 Math 526: History of Mathematics
 Math 521: Statistics and Data Analysis
*Note: we hope the Geometry Course and the Statistics Course

will affect positively participants success on the post-
survey!



Rationale
 Pre-survey results show a need for increased

knowledge base.
 Heavy recruitment from the upper Midwest:

- 4-year credential instead of 5-year;
- behind in graduate credit;
- at the bottom of the district pay scale;
- Historically, these teachers would earn a Master’s
degree in counseling or administration and leave the
math classroom.

 Nature of the program: tech. intensive and collegial.



Intensive Support - Summer Institute
 20 participants attended a “Meaningful Algebra”

one-week intensive professional development
 The institute focused on the following:
 Addressing the key California algebra standards

(including those on the CAHSEE)
 Activities that can be adapted to any algebra book
 Modeling instructional strategies that teachers can

use in their classrooms
 Providing research-based information about learning



Other activities
 Participants are encouraged to:
 attend additional workshops and conferences

held at CSUB
 engage in leadership positions at their school
 self-reflect on their teaching practices through

journals and action research projects
 Present at regional conferences in the future



Surveys and e-Logs – Getting
Feedback
 The 2007 Annual Survey reflects both the

impact of courses taken during Summer 2007
and of the intensive PD. High levels of
confidence could be attributed to the timing at
which it was assigned.

 e-Logs reflect enthusiasm for the program,
with some reserves.



SITE Success
 e-Log feedback allows us to refine our model

(e.g., on-site support is needed);
 Technology;
 Role Modeling by Mathematicians – teachers want

their students to access deeper conceptual
understanding, teachers want guest speakers to
enhance classroom motivation;

 Teachers feel empowered by their participation and
supported by their peers and University faculty: a
community is being build.



SITE Challenges
 Support Model is more Knowledge and Community

centered than Teacher and Assessment centered.
Does not always directly meet beginning teachers’
perceived immediate needs - classroom management
and instructional design skills;

 The nature of adult learners and their busy lives;
 Teachers’ frustrations with discrepancy between

what they learn and the classroom reality;
 Facing students’ lack of motivation, varying parental

support, lack of time, and overloaded curriculum.



Looking ahead
 Summer 2008 intensive professional development

institute with a focus on Proportional Reasoning;
 Seeking administrators’ involvement;
 Master’s thesis focused on action research;
 Moving into the leadership phase:

- San Joaquin Valley Mathematics Project Winter
Leadership Retreat in year 4;
- Involvement with BTSA.



Contact Information &
acknowledgements
Axelle Faughn: afaughn@email.wcu.edu
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Thank you to Susie Hakansson, Tsai-Tsai Olee, and
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Thank you to Margaret DeArmond, Terran Felter,
Joe Fiedler, and Mike Lutz for being wonderful
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Northstate STIR
(NSTIR)

A brief presentation by
Dr. Christopher Yakes
California State University,
Chico



NSTIR Cohort

 24 Teachers
18 within their first five years of teaching
6 more than five years teaching

 2 of which also act as “teacher leader” staff

 3 “mini-cohorts”
Yuba City/Marysville – located 47 mi. South
Oroville – located 25 mi. South
Chico/Redding cohort – Redding is approx. 70

mi. North



NSTIR Professional Development
(Face to Face)

 80 hour Summer Intensive Institute
 Problem Solving
 Identifying “Big Ideas” in Algebra 1 (1st Summer)
 Identifying Algebraic Habits of Mind (Driscoll)
 Exploring the notions of PUFM and MKT
 Concept mapping as a classroom tool

 16 hours Academic Year Follow-Ups
 2 full Saturdays
 Reconnect, check-in
 Do some math
 Distribute goodies



NSTIR Professional Development
(Face to Face)

Question:  How are the various forms of a
quadratic equation related?

Answer:  Nontrivial, but very interesting.

E.g.: We all know what happens when we change
a or c in the standard form y = ax2+bx+c… but
what happens when we allow b to vary?



NSTIR Professional Development
(40 hours “Online”)

 CSUC Blackboard Vista Capabilities
 “Campus Community” consisting of NSTIR

Participants
 Articles and responses
 Links to case-study videos
 Discussion boards

Mathematical Investigations and/or
Lesson Investigations



NSTIR Investigations

 The Arc of Problem Solving

Exploring an Idea…

Asking a Question…

Answering the Question…

We usually start
teachers here…



NSTIR Investigations

 Mathematical Investigation
Choose a topic and explore it
Write a lesson and use with students
Bring back student work...

 Lesson Investigation
Use a lesson from some existing source
Perform an “Individual Mini-Lesson Study”
Bring back student work…



NSTIR Summer Institutes

 Approaching our second summer
Presentations of lesson/mathematical

investigations
Refining/”lesson studying” investigations
Geometric Habits of Mind
Using IBL in the classroom
Fun!



NSTIR Systematic and Sustained
Support (40 hours)
 BTSA Teachers

Get it through BTSA
At least on paper…

 Non-BTSA Teachers
Partake in On-Line community
Participate in mini-cohort meetings (2-3

semester)



NSTIR Successes and
Concerns
 Successes

 Those who participate enjoy online community
 Several teachers already involved in leadership roles
 Feel of community– out-of-area teachers

 Concerns
 BTSA Teachers not participating online
 The Governator’s Budget Cuts
 TIME, TIME, TIME!



Northstate STIR at Chico State

 Thanks to my colleagues:
Dr. Jörgen Berglund (CSUC)
Tammy Boehme (Oroville UHSD)
Tim Green (Marysville USD)
Brooke Kennedy (Red Bluff USD)

 Thanks to Susie H. and Barbara Pence
 And thank you the audience for listening…



STIRring up the High Desert:
Apple Valley USD

Barstow USD

Carol Cronk, SBCSS
Davida Fischman,

CSUSB



Main Components
Summer Institutes
Academic Year “Book Chats”
Ongoing Coaching
Attendance at conferences:

Riverside-San Bernardino Counties Math
Teachers Association Dinner Meetings

California Math Council - South
NCTM?



Issues and Opportunities for
Enrichment

2 Districts - conflicting schedules
Long driving distances (70/90 miles

ech way to RSBCMTA)
Great disparity in math knowledge

and pedagogical skills
District budgets (pink slips)…



Why is the coaching crucial?

Transfer of knowledge and strategies
to classroom

Ongoing contact
Maintains community
Deepens trust and relationships



Small group discussion:
Issues related to supporting teacher

retention

• Discussion
• Sharing



Research plans and initial
findings

• Questions
• Methodology
• Results



Research Questions

Does mathematics professional development
– Improve the retention of mathematics teachers in

the profession?
– Improve the retention of mathematics teachers

within their schools/districts?
– Increase the leadership roles and/or educational

advancement of mathematics teachers?
– Deepen teachers’ mathematics content

understanding and extend pedagogical
understanding?



Methodology

• Three levels of longitudinal study:
Large scale study
Site level
Case study

• Longitudinal
• Triangulated



Large Scale
• Population (N=10 sites, 245 proj. teachers

and 100 comparison group teachers)
– Teachers from project site schools and

comparable schools/districts
• Data, pretest includes

– Survey of teacher characteristics, school
characteristics, and organizational conditions

– Content and pedagogical test
• Data, yearly posttests includes

– Survey of teacher characteristics, school
characteristics, and organizational conditions

– Content and pedagogical test
– Exit survey and interview for teachers who leave

the school/district



Site Survey
• History of teacher turnovers for the last 5

years
• Logs

– Project teachers - Teacher perceived factors of the
professional development and the impact of the professional
development on support, leadership, advancement opportunities,
and retention (six per year)

• Focus groups
– Project teachers (groups of 7)

• Administrator Interviews



Case Study
• Population

– Three teachers from each of three project sites and two
teachers selected from each of three comparable
schools/districts.

• Data
– Classroom observations (two per year)
– Teacher interviews

• Individuals Responsible
– project director

• Conducted second and third year of the
project



Results
Survey - Large Scale

• Population overview for CMP STIR
– 65% in the first 5 years of teaching
– 69% in teaching as a first career
– 81% initially perceive themselves competent or

very competent
– 94% initially feel confident or very confident
– 95% expect to teach for at least another 3 - 20

years



Survey Continued
• How many more years do you expect to

teach?

1-2 yrs            5%
3-5 yrs          13%
6-10 yrs        26%
11-19 yrs      16%
20 +              39%



Results
Year 1 Logs

• Log 1 - Personal teaching goals and the
effect of CMC STIR (initial intensive inst.)

• Log 2 - Hoped for support from CMC STIR
and existing support at the school

• Log 3 - Opportunities, Obstacles, and
support needed

• Log 4 - Hiring and Retention
• Log 5 - Professional Involvement
• Log 6 - A sample lesson



Results
Focus Groups- Year 1

N = 66  (31 Middle School and 24 High
School)

•  90% plan to make teaching a lifelong career
• 80% in their first five years of teaching
• Went into teaching to help others and

influencing students with positive
experiences in mathematics

• 80% felt confident in teaching mathematics
• 73% felt competent in teaching mathematics



Closure
• Opportunities

– To examine the effect of Comprehensive
and Sustained support

• Challenges

• Thank you for coming!




